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Abstract 

In this research investigation, the author has presented the scheme for 

constructing ‘Complete Recursive Subsets Of Any Set Of Concern And/ Or 

Orthogonal Universes In Parallel Of Any Set Of Concern In Completeness’. 

Theory 

One can note that one can construct ‘The Complete Recursive Subsets Of Any 

Set Of Concern’ in the following fashion: 

We firstly consider any set of concern, say ‘ S ’, with cardinality 
nS . We now 

randomly consider all the distinct subsets of S  that have ‘
mS ’ number of 

elements of S  in them. Let these sets be m

iS  where ‘i’ denotes the number that 

spans the number of such sets possible. We now consider each of the sets m

iS  

and find the one step Evolution and/ or Growth of it using [4] such that these 

elements must be those that also belong to the given set S . We call such sets 

the ‘Complete Recursive ‘
mS  Number Of Elements’ Sets of S. We now, again 

implement the same procedure above and find all the Complete Recursive Sets 

of set S for ‘
mS ’ going from 1 through 

nS . Now, one can consider all these sets 

thusly formed to be the ‘Orthogonal Universes In Parallel In Completeness’ of the 

given set of concern spanning all possible cardinalities from 1 through 
nS . 

One can also consider such thusly computed above Complete Set Of Recursive 

(Sub)-Sets of S  computed by specially considering 
mS  to span along the 

Sequence Of Primes [1] {and/ or Sequence Of Primes In Higher Order Space(s) 

[2] for appropriate case of concern}.  

One can also implement the same above and find the same using Primes In 

Higher Order Space(s).  

Using this theory, one can find the ‘Life Primality’ {see 

http://www.vixra.org/author/ramesh_chandra_bagadi } of any set of concern 

and also this can also be especially used to analyze the wave functions of atomic 

and sub-atomic particles perfectly. 

http://www.vixra.org/author/ramesh_chandra_bagadi


Another important aspect is that using this one can note that any ‘True 

Information’ would be consistent with respect to the ‘Time Recursion Scheme’ 

[3] and/ or its Universes In Parallel. Any untrue information would result in 

Incomplete Recursive Sets of the given set with respect to the ‘Time Recursion 

Scheme’ and/ or it’s Universes In Parallel. 

In a similar fashion, one can even find such ‘Complete Recursive Subsets Of Any 

Set Of Concern And/ Or Orthogonal Universes In Parallel Of Any Set Of Concern 

In Completeness’ on its to be Evolved And/ Or Grown side by simply considering 

Evolution of the given set using [4]. 
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Note 
 

 

Note Of Importance: Also, it is to be understood clearly that the author has not given any body consent either in native instantaneous 

causality culture and/ or non-native implied future causality culture to embed, super-set and subset the author in true form or as a quantum 

signature entity form, spirit form and/ or any other extra-human form of intelligence during the conception, development, analysis and 

preparation of this research manuscript. Any such aforementioned actions would be deemed illegal and therefore any of such entities claims 

on the authorship of this research manuscript stands defeated and annulled despite their, such actions of unrequited and unrequested 

servitude.  

 

 

 


